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Dear CIVIC Supporter,
As ever, we at CIVIC are grateful for your generous support in fiscal year 2006. It is startling to realize we
are already through our first year of building the organization following Marla Ruzicka’s tragic passing. In
January of 2006, our team faced immense challenges and overcame those most major including
successfully advocating for war victims in the maelstrom that is Iraq and reinvigorating our work in
Afghanistan.
We have taken on new projects, expanding to address the needs of civilians in conflict as their own
environment changes – remembering always why we are here and for whom we work. For example, CIVIC
has and continues to lead the charge for NATO to develop a system of casualty compensation and aid in
Afghanistan. We presented the United Nations with the idea of a UN Special Envoy for War Victims and will
continue pushing for the creation of this position in 2007. Too, our work is ramping up in the US Congress
to get passed our own legislation called the Non-Combatant Claims Act; if passed, this Act will ensure that
anytime our US military commits to combat, civilians harmed by those operations will be eligible for
compensation. Always, we continue to gather the stories of civilian casualties and work with the media to tell
them, advocate for better, smarter, more compassionate policies in wartime, and remind our leaders to
remember the innocent civilians harmed whenever bullets and bombs are fired.
As you will see in the report attached, 2006 marked an important year for CIVIC as we continued to build
and fill a unique niche in the advocacy and humanitarian communities. This coming year, 2007, is a critical
one for us as we cement CIVIC’s place as the organization working for war victims. A small team of staff,
board of directors and interns, with a very big mission to fulfill (Marla never did anything on a small scale!), we
are honored to continue this rewarding work and we thank you for making it possible. One day we will be
proud to say that we, together, helped change the landscape of warfare for the most vulnerable in the world.
We respectfully submit the following report and hope you will be pleased with the work your generous
support has enabled CIVIC to accomplish. Please contact us anytime with questions or comments at
202.558.6958 or info@civicworldwide.org.
Sincerely,

Sarah Holewinski
Executive Director

Marla Bertagnolli
Associate Director

Ca mpa ign for Inn oc en t Vi ct i ms i n Con fli ct
A NNU AL R EPO RT
Advo ca tin g for W ar Vic ti m s in 20 06

The conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan are devastating civilian lives on a daily basis. CIVIC therefore
works, on a daily basis, in the highly charged environment of Washington and overseas in the
Middle East and European centers of decision-making to ensure war victims receive the
recognition, dignity and aid they deserve.
CIVIC is gaining ground rapidly and working at a fast pace to change the way nations, especially
the US and NATO, conduct their forces in conflict, systematically and for the long-term. While
International Humanitarian Law (IHL) requires respect and protection for civilians not taking direct
part in hostilities, there is no common standard demanding recognition, dignifying gestures,
reparations or aid to noncombatants injured or killed in conflict. CIVIC is therefore asking all parties
engaged in conflict to do something exceptional: to establish a new standard of behavior. We
keep our eye on that goal while working across a range of activities to improve the lives of civilians
already harmed by bullets and bombs.
This year, broadly, CIVIC has:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Urged US officials and Congressional policymakers to lead by example on compensation in
Afghanistan and to improve the claims system in Iraq;
Pressed NATO to develop a collective, uniform compensation and aid Trust Fund for
civilians harmed by military operations in Afghanistan;
Ensured media attention was paid not just to our brave troops serving overseas but also to
the civilians suffering every day.
Successfully called on the US Congress – urging compassion and arguing national best
interest – to provide adequate funding to help civilians injured and the families of those
killed in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Made recommendations, taken and implemented, to US humanitarian programs in
Afghanistan and Iraq.
Closely monitored and urged evaluation of inadequacies in US military operations; and,
applauded improvements in both avoiding and aiding civilians harmed.
Formed the basis of a sustainable organization with an appropriate budget, strategic
planning and a solid donor base with two new foundational supporters.
Increased our supporter base by several thousand and worked with these supporters to
execute successful advocacy campaigns in favor of recognizing and helping civilians in war.

Overcoming obstacles inherent to working on and in conflict environments, CIVIC is making
progress toward entrenching the notion of responsibility for civilians harmed in conflict – particularly
with the US and NATO. In the following narrative, we review our most significant recent activities.
This work would not have been possible without the generosity of our private foundation partners
and our generous supporters.
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Afgh ani sta n Advo ca cy: NAT O & US Poli cy
Marla Ruzicka began her work in Afghanistan; yet, following her death, CIVIC’s time of transition
without a full time staff did not allow the sharp focus that country warrants – particularly with the
handover of operations from the US to NATO forces. In August, executive director Sarah
Holewinski traveled to Kabul both to re-invigorate CIVIC’s work in Afghanistan and to see if our
understanding of NATO’s lack of compensation and aid to civilians harmed by their operations was
on target. Holewinski met for two weeks with NATO officials at ISAF Headquarters as well as US
military officials at Camp Eggers, USAID program officers, and several humanitarian organizations
working across the country. Those aid groups (such as Save the Children, War Child, CARE) now
catalog victims of US/NATO operations and have passed to CIVIC hundreds of cases in need of
compensation and aid.
Sadly, we were right to suspect that ISAF has no uniform or collective program to help the civilians
caught in the fight with the Taliban, particularly in the southern provinces of Afghanistan. CIVIC is
now leading the charge for NATO countries to take responsibility for their actions. We have
educated US policymakers (including Secretary Rice through a Senate sign-on letter) to take a
leadership role at the NATO Summit in November, published an opinion editorial in USA Today on
the need for a NATO Trust Fund for civilians harmed by operations, issued three press releases on
high death tolls and aid requirements, and coordinated with Human Rights Watch to chronicle
casualties caused by NATO forces. CIVIC additionally authored letters to US and NATO high-level
officials, laying out our concerns about the ways in which the Taliban was winning the public
relations battle by helping civilians harmed by the conflict.
CIVIC also traveled to Brussels in October to hold meetings with officials of the European Union,
the European Parliament and public affairs officers at NATO Headquarters. Following that meeting,
CIVIC blast faxed NATO civilian Headquarters with a one-page summary of the problem and our
recommended solution: a collective Trust Fund to compensate and aid civilians, and received
surprisingly positive responses.
Direct email correspondence with General Karl Eikenberry, US Commander Afghanistan, forged a
friendly relationship on this issue that he has stated will continue as he leaves his Afghanistan post
and heads to NATO headquarters. We will continue to monitor US and NATO operations for
disproportionate civilian casualties, the use of indiscriminate tactics in heavily populated areas and
press hard for the much-needed establishment of a program to help those civilians harmed by
military operations.
While in Kabul, the lead US military claims officer authorized CIVIC to file claims with his JAGs
across the country – a major success. While we were pleased with the relationship developed with
officials at Camp Eggers, We continue to press and to use our colleagues in the US military and on
the Hill to obtain the information we need to file claims, fully understand the claims system in
Afghanistan and make recommendations for an improved system of compensation.
CIVIC visited war victim families in and around Kabul, including Arifa – a woman whose eight family
members were killed in 2001 and was visited often by Marla Ruzicka. With Arifa’s neighbor Sahib
Dad – a father who lost two daughters in the same US bombing – CIVIC coordinated a BBC
interview and gave on-camera comments pertaining to US compensation. After gathering their
stories, Holewinski knocked, literally, on the office doors of journalists stationed in Afghanistan to
get the word out on NATO aerial strikes and lack of compensation for war victims. She talked with
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the New York Times, the Associated Press, BBC and USA Today, the result of which was a
published op-ed on NATO operations on December 27, 2006.
Finally, and importantly, CIVIC has played an integral role in developing the guidelines for the Leahy
Initiative through IOM and placed our organization as a crucial party to conversations about war
victim aid at USAID, the Hill and among NGOs in Afghanistan. The Leahy Initiative Director (based
in Kabul) has repeatedly asked for our input in crafting its parameters and, while visiting
Washington, invited CIVIC to participate in meetings on the Hill and with USAID.
US Co mpe n sa tion & Aid for W ar Vic ti m s
CIVIC’s US policy goals are three fold: to ensure appropriate compensation for civilians harmed by
US military operations in combat; to press the Pentagon to recognize through an accurate record
the number of civilian casualties begot in war; and, to ensure adequate humanitarian aid for
communities and families in rebuilding after the smoke has cleared. We have been successful in
some of these areas and have hit considerable obstacles in others.
In significant ways in Iraq and Afghanistan, the US is leading by example with two mechanisms on
the ground to help civilians suffering losses as a result of US actions (one of which began with
Marla Ruzicka and both on which CIVIC continues to work). This is progress and creates an
environment for further steps forward to recognize and aid civilians based on Americans’ sense of
purpose and duty. CIVIC breaks through the barriers of compassion fatigue and political posturing,
urging the American policymakers and military officials to face up to the adverse consequences of
their actions on the world stage and to create a higher standard of conflict engagement.
A major goal for us in 2007 is the successful filing of claims for Iraqi families who have not yet
received payment for injury, death and/or property damage. The US military has not as yet been
keen to accept claims filed electronically; however, we have found a few friendly JAGs based in
Iraq and will work with them in the new year.
Finally, our larger goal of passing a permanent claims act – as we call it, the Non-Combatant
Claims Act – will ramp up in February with the provisions and legislative language already drafted
and ready for Senate sign-on. CIVIC has also begun pushing adjudication for the families involved
in the highly publicized wrongful death cases – such as Mahmoudiyah and Haditha – with DoD and
TJAGs (leadership of military lawyers) and have documented dozens of cases that have not yet
been compensated under the solatia system. While these are obviously sensitive issues for the US
military, we work to ensure the best outcome for both sides – the military and the civilian.
CIVIC is historically tied to the Marla Ruzicka Iraqi War Victims Fund – a humanitarian aid program
begun by Marla Ruzicka and Senator Leahy in 2003 to help war victims in Iraq. We had two major
successes this year with regard to the Marla Fund. First, our team traveled the halls of the US
Congress to help ensure adequate funding for the Marla Fund, and made a big impact by telling
the stories of ordinary Iraqis to both the policymakers and to the media during the Emergency
Appropriations season. Second, with Columbia University’s conflict resolution team, CIVIC’s
executive and associate directors traveled to Shaqlawa, Iraq, to conduct a first-time-ever
workshop among Marla Fund staff. With nearly 30 Iraqi humanitarians, we spent four days building
the skills and teamwork necessary for this dedicated and courageous group to work successfully
with war victims. They have asked for additional trainings and are now receiving this type of
training through USAID, based on our workshop.
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Following the workshop, CIVIC made legislative recommendations about necessary changes to the
implementation of this program in a policy paper approved by all four implementing partners.
Those recommendations were welcomed during the process of drafting guidelines for the Marla
Fund, submitted to USAID in the fall of 2006, and were presented by CIVIC staff at an official
USAID gathering to discuss the future of humanitarian aid in Iraq. Many of our key implementation
suggestions were subsequently written into Marla Fund procedures currently at work on the
ground in Iraq.
CIVIC also continues pressing for information on civilian casualty numbers from the US and NATO
militaries. Implicitly, official announcements of operational improvements without the data to back
up those claims should not be let to stand. In several news reports, US officials have claimed to
“look at the numbers frequently”; however, they have refused our requests to make those numbers
public. We have four inquiries outstanding via the Freedom of Information Act and have many
press outlets cluing us in to crucial information. This task is a long-term and difficult one; the public
and the media want information but is not at this point a cohesive movement calling for the data.
CIVIC is working with our military colleagues behind-the-scenes to gather information and with our
Hill colleagues on legislation that demands accountability.
Mak ing New s
CIVIC has this year built on Marla Ruzicka’s legacy of working with the media, cementing our place
as a key source for major media on civilians in conflict. Most recently, CIVIC launched a successful
media blitz in November to publicize the immediate need for NATO to compensate and aid war
victims in Afghanistan resulting in a number of major outlets covering the issue. CIVIC also
coordinated a BBC World piece with their producers in Kabul, getting a war victim family on
camera, a US Lt. Col. to comment on the claims system and giving an on-camera interview from
our perspective noting the progress our military has made in the country as well as how far we still
must go to give war victims the dignity and respect they deserve.
In April, the Washington Post published CIVIC’s op-ed with three policy recommendations to help
victims of war including: continued funding for community programs in Iraq, better guidelines for
U.S. military compensation, and a push for the U.S. to keep record of civilian harm in operations to
back up claims of proportionality under international law. In December, USA Today published
another CIVIC op-ed detailing the need for a NATO mechanism to help civilians harmed by ISAF
Afghanistan operations. The editorial was published during Christmas week – the highest
readership at the newspaper. CIVIC also gave an interview to Ari Shapiro at NPR for Morning
Edition on Iraq’s civilian casualty count and the US claims process.
When CIVIC staff traveled to Shaqlawa, Iraq in June 2006, we took with us a well-respected New
York Times reporter and educated him around the clock on the civilian death toll, US policies and
our recommendations. While his story later switched to focus on the Iraq justice system, our
relationship with the NY Times continues as well as with many other outlets covering conflict
including: Washington Post, LA Times, BBC, The Guardian, USA Today, KnightRidder, Boston
Globe, CBS News, Associated Press.
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Helpi ng Chi ldr en I nj ured i n War
CIVIC continues to fill gaps in support for civilians harmed on the ground in war zones, including for
severely injured children who cannot receive the care they need inside their home countries.
Several years ago, Marla Ruzicka recognized this shortcoming and began to bring children to the
States for free treatment. She was successful with several cases but it was difficult and timeconsuming; often taking years for just one case.
Despite the challenges, CIVIC has continued this effort. With the help of partner organizations,
together we identified and brought 12-year old Marwa Naim to UCLA Medical Center for
reconstructive facial surgery. Building on the success of that experience, including bringing her
personal story of war to Americans, CIVIC recognized the need to institutionalize this program and
take on additional cases. We created a process to identify, gather and share information on, and
track the progress of, cases; once that system was up and running, we wasted no time in reaching
out to humanitarian organizations in Iraq and Afghanistan - including visiting non-profits in and
around Kabul individually - to find children eligible for surgery in the States and elsewhere outside
of those conflict zones. We have steadily received heartbreaking cases each month.
We now coordinate with partner organizations on a handful of cases at any given time. When a
story of a child severely injured from military operations comes into our sight, CIVIC details their
cases including extensive medical and family information, and then coordinates their eligibility and
care with partners and donors, depending on those groups’ openings.
Once a child has been accepted for free surgery, a new effort begins through our partners to grant
passports, secure a host family, establish chaperones, etc. This program takes a tremendous
amount of energy and coordination from our CIVIC staff, but rewards us in ways our policy work
cannot and continues to pay off. Just last month, we received word that one of our most precious
cases - little Badr, a two-year old boy - would get the help he needs and will soon receive surgery.
We also find the stories of these brave children help journalists, policymakers and the average
American understand both the real tragedies and possible hope inherent in war.
Build ing an O rga niz at ion
Marla Ruzicka was a one-woman phenomenon, charging through Iraq, Afghanistan and
Washington. Still, her organization had little structure, administration or strategic planning. Since
January, CIVIC has welcomed two full-time staff members – an executive director and an associate
director – to manage the organization, structure its goals and carry out Marla’s mission. We've
been pleased to welcome two interns into our fold and countless volunteers who believe in our
work, including rising young policy experts in Washington. We will soon welcome aboard a fellow
to focus on CIVIC’s push for a UN Special Envoy for War Victims.
CIVIC now has such organizational basics as liability insurance, employee benefits, a great new
Dupont Circle office that bolsters teamwork and a cutting-edge website. Our two-person team is
currently going through a process of strategic planning with our Board of Directors – making sure
that the work we are doing is pertinent, that it is focusing on the most important and urgent issues,
and that its outcomes are useful, most importantly, to the civilians caught in war.
Co lla bor ati on w ith Ot her Gro up s
As the only organization advocating specifically for recognition, compensation and aid for war
victims, CIVIC has become the organization to have at the table on civilian casualty issues.
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Respected organizations such as CHF, MercyCorps, ACDI/VOCA, EPIC, IRD, IOM, among others,
invite CIVIC to present our views at panel discussions, closed-door policy meetings, web chats,
collaborative strategy meetings and other venues. As many of these organizations receive
government funding, they cannot advocate for policy changes to make their work more effective
for war victims. CIVIC fills that gap and plays a unique role in advocating for and recommending to
government and military officials smarter policies for civilians on behalf of this coalition of
organizations.
We have also taken the lead among advocates on several important policy issues such as NATO’s
lack of collective help to civilians harmed by their operations following the take over from US forces
in October 2006. Human Rights Watch recently cited our stance on that issue in a press release on
the increasing civilian death toll and violence in Afghanistan, agreeing with our recommendations
and garnering us even more press coverage. We continue to work with HRW on Afghanistan,
sharing information and strategizing the best way to use our relative strengths to help civilians
there. As mentioned above, our work to improve the skills of Iraqi humanitarian working with war
victims resulted in a policy paper on behalf of four development organizations working in the
country and made their aid program more effective.
In September, CIVIC was invited to attend the United States JAG School’s conference on Rule of
Law in Charlottesville, VA. In that forum, we made a good number of high-level contacts who
offered their help and support toward our efforts to legislate a permanent claims system for civilians
harmed by US operations. These military lawyers have already kept their promises by linking us
with friendly claims officers in Iraq, Afghanistan and NATO Headquarters in Brussels, and furnishing
us with internal (though not confidential) documents on the claims program. Too, as CIVIC works
this year with United Nation’s officials to appoint a UN Special Envoy for War Victims, we will need
the cooperation of dozens of human rights and humanitarian organizations from around the world.
In petition format, these groups will be a powerful voice for the high-level appointment to the new
Secretary-General’s personal roster of envoys.
Advo ca cy an d Ou tre a ch
We are especially proud of the support garnered through our grassroots efforts. In April 2006, with
the help of our colleagues at Democracy In Action, we completely revamped our website to
provide a more inviting, user-friendly environment with more resources on civilian casualties. We
launched the website and an advocacy campaign on the one year anniversary of Marla Ruzicka’s
death to honor her legacy and highlight CIVIC’s continuance of her mission. Too, in September,
Sweet Relief: The Marla Ruzicka Story was released. The book, authored by Jennifer
Abrahamson, chronicled Marla’s life and work.
Since April, we have had nearly 100,000 hits on our
supporters now receiving CIVIC news, donating to keep
edge tools to advocate on behalf of war victims by
advocacy campaigns are an important aspect of our
campaigns in 2006 and as we continue to grow our
organizations we look forward to big things in 2007.

website and added thousands of new
our work going and utilizing our cuttingcontacting policy makers. Grassroots
work. CIVIC launched three successful
supporter base and partner with other

Grassroots fundraising has also been a focus for us as we diversify funding streams. In just one
year, we raised approximately $80,000 from individuals across the country (and beyond) who
believe in CIVIC’s mission; one monthly donor said he lowered his electricity bill and was sending
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the savings to support CIVIC. These individual supporters continue to play a big part in enabling
us to continue our important work.
The I Care campaign – a web-based photo exhibit displaying compassion from ordinary civilians for
war victims – will ramp up in 2007 as we partner with over a dozen advocacy organizations to
expand the effort.
Co nc lu sio n
CIVIC is deeply grateful to our funding partners and donors for their continued support of our work
– in Washington, Afghanistan and Iraq – for war victims. At a time of significant tragedy for civilians
caught in conflict, CIVIC has elevated the profile of war victims as well as US and NATO military
conduct in warfare, successfully advocated and pressed for our policy recommendations, and
collaborated to great effect like minded groups. Now, it is essential that CIVIC continue its efforts
and expand its mandate to be the voice for war victims the world over.
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Financial Performance At-a -Glanc e
TOTAL FY 2006 BUDGET: $205,000
TOTAL FY 2006 EXPENSES: $220,284
TOTAL FY 2006 INCOME: $224,242
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2006 Cons olidated Profit & L oss Statement
Jan - Dec 06
Income
1055 · Interest Income

106.85

4000 · Grants

141,000.00

4005 · Contributions
4006 · Contributions > $1,000

23,470.00

4007 · Contributions < $1,000

55,965.55

4008 · Direct Aid Contribution

1,205.00

Total 4005 · Contributions

80,640.55

4200 · Sale of Publications

2,495.00

Total Income

224,242.40

Expense
5000 · Salaries

112,401.53

5010 · Employee Benefits

5,760.00

5020 · Payroll Taxes

9,114.86

5030 · Accounting & Bookkeeping

2,045.38

5040 · Advertising & Public Relations
5041 · Events

7,730.81

5042 · Promotion

1,274.20

5043 · Website
5040 · Advertising & Public Relations Other

4,050.14

Total 5040 · Advertising & Public Relations
5050 · Bank & Credit Card Fees

1,983.22
15,038.37
199.97

5060 · Books & Periodicals

78.15

5070 · Consultants
5071 · Iraq Consultant

13,000.00

5072 · Afghanistan Consultants

750.00

5070 · Consultants - Other

1,078.00

Total 5070 · Consultants

14,828.00

5075 · Depreciation Expense

1,327.44

5080 · Dues/Licenses/Fees

190.00

5100 · Insurance

2,476.49

5120 · Internet Service

2,623.94

5130 · Internships

1,482.50

5170 · Meetings & Conferences

3,975.87

5180 · Miscellaneous
5182 · Direct Aid

6,305.00

5180 · Miscellaneous - Other

732.04

Total 5180 · Miscellaneous

7,037.04

5210 · Postage & Deliveries

1,426.17

5220 · Printing & Copying

1,820.70

5230 · Rent & Utilities

11,092.15

5240 · Repairs & Maintenance

540.00

5250 · Staff Development

295.00

5255 · Supplies

1684.99

5260 · Telephone

2,610.44

5270 · Travel Expenses

22,235.00

Total Expense

220,283.99

Net Income

3,958.41
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For additional information please contact:
Campaign for Innocent Victims in Conflict (CIVIC)
1605 Connecticut Ave NW
2nd Floor
Washington, DC 20009
info@civicworldwide.org
tel. 202.558.6958
fax 623.432.7071
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